King's College Hospital (Denmark Hill)

The course will be held in the Therapy Suite, 1st Floor, Golden Jubilee Wing, King's College Hospital, Denmark Hill, London, SE5 9RS. Please see the notes at the end of the map which give you directions to the course location when you arrive at the venue.

If no map is supplied, this is because we have been unable to find one we can legally reproduce. Whether one is supplied or not we recommend you have an alternative map. We recommended you print off a Google map which can be accessed by entering the venue postcode into Google maps (www.google.co.uk/maps). It is recommended you print off some travel directions using the postcode you are setting out from as a start point. The AA website (www.theaa.com) also has a good route planner.

The site map and bus route map included at the bottom of this pdf were taken from the King's College Hospital Website at the following web address: http://www.kch.nhs.uk/patients/getting-here/way-around/

By Car:

King’s College Hospital is situated in South East London, and the hospital is located 2.5 miles from the South Circular road (A205). If approaching from the south circular road, the hospital can be accessed by turning right onto Lordship Lane (A 2216) and then right again at the end of the road on to Denmark Hill.

If you are approaching from the south along Denmark Hill (A215) then you will need to drive past the Accident & Emergency entrance and continue along Denmark Hill and turn left at the traffic light junction (Nando's restaurant on left) with Coldharbour Lane.

If you are approaching from the north through Camberwell Green then you will need to go up Denmark Hill (A215) and turn left on to Orpheus Street (HSBC bank on left), then turn right on to Daneville Road and cross over Denmark Hill at the junction on to Coldharbour Lane.

Car Parking

The Hospital has a car park, and parking is charged by the hour or part hour. Parking charges can be paid in cash only, prior to exiting the car park. PLEASE BRING CHANGE WITH YOU. There are two payment machines in the car park and machines at the main entrance, Hambleden Wing and Golden Jubilee Wing entrance. During the day (7am - 10pm) parking costs £2.50 per hour for the first two hours or part hour. Then £2 per hour or part hour.

There is an NCP car park located at the Elephant and Castle shopping centre just over a mile away which charges 70 pence per 20 minutes.

By Train

The nearest train station is Denmark Hill station which is a 5 minute walk away. A local taxi firm is Camberwell Cars (020 77015555).

Brixton (Victoria Line) is the nearest tube station, just over a mile away.

Train times and routes can be obtained from National Rail enquiries on 0845 7484950 or www.nationalrail.co.uk. See the bus details below for local services.
By Bus

The best place to find details of bus services is www.transportdirect.info (you can enter the details of where you are coming from and enter the venue postcode as the destination).

Bus routes that stop at King’s: 35, 40, 42, 45, 68, 176 (24-hour), 185, 345 (24-hour), 468, 484, N35, N68. All bus stops on the routes above are within a 5 minute walk.

Catering Facilities

Day Lectures

Whilst refreshments will be provided, lunch is not included. Lunch can be purchased from the restaurant which is located in the Cheyne Wing and is open lunch from 12:00pm - 2:30pm and between 5:00pm - 8:00pm during the week and on weekends. There is also a café situated in the ground floor lobby of the Golden Jubilee Wing which serves hot and cold drinks, light snacks and sandwiches (8.00am - 6.00pm Monday to Friday).

Evening Lecture

N/A

Notes for finding the course location when you have arrived at the venue

When arriving at the Golden Jubilee Wing, please go up the stairs and take the first right hand turn. The therapy suite is located on your left.